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I. INTRODUCTION 
In various fields we are confronted with the following problem: Given a 
set E of interrelated objects, find a family or a set of families of covers of E. 
The solution to this type of problem is often based on: 
(i) the definition of a similarity, that is, a mapping from E x E to set V; 
(ii) the use of this similarity in order to find a chain of covers or of 
partitions 13, 121. 
We shall begin by giving some formulae enabling us to define families of 
similarities either from direct observations or from a given similarity. 
These families will henceforth be used to define the chain of covers we are 
looking for. 
We shall end by showing that, given a similarity S on E, it is possible to 
define a generalized information on .9(E) and on the cover lattice of E. 
All these results are linked to the notion of paths algebra on [O, 1 ] [6]. 
They are, in a certain way, a generalization of certain results obtained by 
Atkin [l]. 
II. RECALL OF CERTAIN DEFINITIONS 
Definition 1 (MIZUMOTO). A semi-ring (R, @,, *) is a triplet in which R 
is a non-empty set, and @ and * are two internal laws 0 and * verifying: 
@ is commutative and associative; 
* is associative and distributive relative to 0. 
DEFINITION 2 (GONDRAN). A dioide or paths algebra (D, 0, *) is a 
semi-ring in which: 
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(i) @ admits a neutral element E called “zero element”; 
(ii) * admits a neutral element e called “unit element”; 
(iii) E is absorbant relative to *. 
DEFINITION 3. Given sets E, F and the valuation set V, a ualued 
correspondence Q is a mapping defined on E X F whose indicator P, has its 
values in set V: 
VxEE, V~EF*&X,Y)E I’. 
DEFINITION 4. A similarity is a valued correspondence S from E X E to 
I’ verifying the symmetry property 
VxEE, V Y E E * ~us(x, Y> = P,(Y, xl. 
DEFINITION 5. A similarity coeflcient S is a similarity but with values 
in an ordered valuation set V possessing a maximum element M verifying the 
generalized reflexivity property 
VxEE*p,(x,x)=M. 
DEFINITION 6. A Yager [ 131 valuation set Y is the unit set [0, 1 ] on 
which two families of internal laws 0, and A, are thus defined: 
v Q E [O, 11, v b E [O, 1 ] 
(i) a 0, b = Min[ 1, (a4 + bq)l19] where q > 1 
(ii) aA,b=l-Min{l,[(l-a)P+(l-b)P]l’p} where p> 1. 
It is easy to show that: 
(a) a@,b=Min[l,a+b] 
(b) u 0, b = Max[a, b] often noted a V b 
(c) aA,b=Max[O,a+b- l] which is nothing less than Bezdek’s 
[2] aAb 
(d) aA,b=Min[a,b] often noted a A b. 
O’, 0,) (respectively, (Y, A,)) is a commutative mono’ide with 0 (respec- 
tively 1) as neutral element. 
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III. DEFINITION OF A FAMILY OF SIMILARITIES WITH THE 
HELP OF A “CAPACITY" NOTION ON A PATHS ALGEBRA 
Let C be a valued correspondence defined from E x F on Yager’s 
valuation set Y and having ,u~ as indicator. We have the following results: 
LEMMA 1. The valued relation S,, defined on E such that 
is a fuzzy symmetric relation (that is, a fuzzy similarity). 
Proof: Trivial since A, is commutative. 
Remark. ,uS,,(x, y) is a value associated to the path linking x E E and 
y E E via a point in F and having the maximum “capacity” in the paths 
algebra (Y, 0,) AJ. 
LEMMA 2. In Yager’s valuation set (Y, @,, Ap), A, is distributive relative 
to 0,. 
ProoJ We know that a 0, b = Max[a, b] = a V b for all a, b E Y. 
For c E Y we have (a V b) A, c = (a A, c) V (b A, c). We shall proceed by 
supposing that a < b (we have an analogous proof for b < a). 
On one side, we have 
(aVb)A,c=l-Min(l,[(l-aVb)P+(l-c)P]”p} 
= 1 - Min{ 1, [(I -b)” + (1 -c)~]“‘}. 
On the other side, we have 
(aA,c)V(bApc)={l-Min{l,[(l-a)P+(l-c)P]”p}} 
V{1-Min(1,[(1-b)“+(1-~)~]~‘~}} 
= 1 -Min{l, [(l -b)P+(l -c)~]“~) 
since a + 1 - Min{ 1, [ (1 - c~)~ + (1 - c)“] ‘lp} is a non-decreasing function 
for all c E [O, l] [ 13, Theorem 2.71. 
THEOREM 1. A suflcient condition for the valued relation S,, to be 
transitive max A, (that is, r(lsJx,y) > VrEE[,uSmP(x, z) A,P~~~(z,Y)I) is that 
VxEE, VyEE- [~p(x,j)]A,[~~W)] Os,,(w’)~ 
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Pro@ We know from Yager’s Corollary 2.3 [ 131 that 
VYEE, VZEE, VkEF, VjEF 
P(Y, k)A,&, k) <P(Y, W,Az, 4 = Minbb k)&, 91 
3 [P(Y> k) A,P(z> k)l A, cl(z.j) 
< MY, k) A, cl@> 41 A, clW> 
< PU(Y, k) 
Hence 
V {lu(xJ A, &J> A, &&,Y)l =ill,,,(x,z>A,~u,m,(z,y) 
j 
It is clear that the condition 
leads to the inequality 
IU+,(X, z) A, illsJz, Y> G PUS& ~‘1, for all z E E. 
THEOREM 2. The function p + S,, is non-decreasing. Thus the family of 
similarities S,, may be ordered by p. 
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Proof: For p’ < p”, we have [ 13, Corollary 2.31 
VxEE, VyEE, VjEF 
P(xJ)A,~PU(Y~~) ~AQ)~,~l~u(Y~j) 
3 V Wd A,,AYJ)l< V Id-0 A,~~KU>l 
j i 
that is. 
Remark 1. 
Remark 2. To each similarity Smp, it is possible to find a chain of 
covers by using the reflexive closure of S,,. The different chains from that 
of sa3.1 to that of S,,, intersect each other. Note that S,., is associated to 
a partition chain. 
IV. DEFINITION OF A FAMILY OF “SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS" 
USING A VALUED TREE ON SET E 
E is a set and S a similarity of indicator ,u~ with values in Yager’s 
valuation set (Y, @,, AJ. 
Let A be a valued tree on E obtained using similarity S. A may either be 
the maximum spanning tree or just any other tree obtained from a complete 
valued graph defined on E and having S as valuation function. 
THEOREM 3. The similarity S; defined using similarity S and a tree A 
upon E and valued by S as follows 
Pu,,(X, Y) = 
(a.b)ec,(x,y) 
is transitive max A,. 
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Proof: Let C,(x, y) be the path of the tree A linking points x and y of E. 
Let nAp be the product using operation d, of all the ,~~(a, 6), where a and 
b are successive nodes in the path C,(x, y), the extent of the product being on 
the whole set of edges of the path C,(x, y). 
Let us compute 
N(x, y) is the set of nodes other than x and y of the path C,(x, y). 
From the definition of SL, it is clear that 
P,;(& z> A, lusp, Y> = P&Y) for all 2 E N(x, y) 
= PU,$X, Y) A, P,(x, Y> 
where r(l,(x,y)= 1 VxEE, VyEE. 
Moreover, for all z & N(x, y), we have 
EC+, 2) A, P,;(z, Y) = ~s;(x, Y> A, i7 /+(a, b) . 
(a.b)ECA(X.z)-CA(X,Y) I 
Then, if we set, V z E N(x, y), 
I? P&, b) =P,(x,Y), 
(Q,b)ECA(x.r)-cA(x,Y) 
we obtain 
=PU,$X,Y)A, 1 v [ fi 
LEE (a,b)ECA(x,r)-CA(x.y) 
= lus$x, Y) A,, P 1 (x3 Y) = ius;(x, Y). 
da, 4 
In particular. If S is a similarity coefficient (reflexive symmetric) and A 
is a maximal spanning tree, then S& is the inferior-maximal ultrametric 
similarity coefficient deduced from S. 
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D(x, y) = 1 - S&(x, y) is the greatest of all ultrametrics less than 6(x,y) = 
1 - qx, Y). 
S; is a max d, transitive similarity coeffkient, in other words, a max A 
transitivity as defined by [2]. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The mapping p + S; is non-decreasing. 
Thus, the family S; may be ordered by p. 
ProoJ According to Corollary 2.3 of [ 131, we have, for p’ < p”, 
VxEE, VyEE 
A, l, 
Pu,;(& Y> = Ps(X,Y)G n 
(n.6)ECAw.Y) (a.b)EC,4(x,Y) 
Ps(-%Y) =Ps;,,kY)* 
COROLLARY 3.2. If S is a similarity coeflcient and A the maximal 
spanning tree, then S is a lower bound of S; for all p > 1. 
ProoJ Since A is a maximal spanning tree we have ,u~(x, y) <ps(a, b) V 
(a, b) E C,(x, y). This implies that 
P,(X,Y)< fi 
(U,b)EC,(X,Y) 
&, 6) = P~;(x, Y> 
that is, 
P&Y> <Ps;(-%Y) <Pu,;(XA <Psp~Y>* 
S is thus a lower bound of S; for all p > 1. S; is a max A transitive 
similarity coefficient. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If S is a similarity coefficient and A a tree upon E 
valued by S then 6,(x, y) = 1 -pus ,(x, y) is a Minkovski pseudo-metric. P 
Prooj (a) According to Theorem 3, we have, for all x E E and y E E, 
~~u,~(x,~)~rus~(x~z)Ap~s~(z~~) VzEE 
> I - Min{ 1, [(l -ps;(~,z))p + (1 -~,;(z,.Y))“]‘/“} 
* ~p(x, Y> = 1 - PLlsjXY Y> 
G Min(1, [(I --P~;(x,z))~ + (1 --P~~(T~Y))~I”~I 
< [6,(x, ZIP + ~p(z~Y)pll’p. 
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(b) It is easy to show that 6(x,y) = 6(y, x) and that V x E E 3 
6(x, x) = 0. 
Remark. To each similarity Sl, it is possible to define a chain of covers 
by considering the reflexive closure of S;. 
All the chains of covers from S; to S& intersect each other. Sk is a chain 
of partitions. 
V. DEFINITION OF A GENERALIZED INFORMATION 
WITH THE HELP OF A SIMILARITY 
Let S be a similarity defined on a set E and with values in a Yager set 
(K oq, A&’ 
For E, E 9(E) and E, E 9(E), H,(E,) defined by 
HpW = fi i&l 3 x2) 
(XlrX2)EEIXEI 
is called a pth-order entropy on E,, and H,(E, , E2) defined by 
H,,(E,,E,)=H,(E,n&)= fi PAX1 3 x*> 
(X,,X2)E(Elm2)2 
is a pth-order joint entropy on E, and E,. 
THEOREM 4. Let HP be a real mapping defined on the lattice 9(E) as 
follows: HP: 9(E) + 2%’ 
AP E, -+ Hp(E,) = n P&l 9 x2). (X,.X2)~EIX~l 
HP is a generalized information verifying the generalized semi-modularity 
property: 
ff,(E, C-J E,) A, H,(E, U Ed < HP&) A, HP&). 
Moreover, a transmitted information Z,(E, : E,) may be defined between 
E, and E, verifying 
Hi@,, WApZp& : 4) = H,(E,)A, H&V 
ProoJ: (a) HP is a monotone decreasing real positive mapping on the 
lattice 5”(E). For E, and E, belonging to 9(E) such as E, c E, we have 
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= (x x2fiE XE ius(x, 3 %)A, [ i? &XI 3 x*> I. L I (X,,X2)EE2XE2-E1XE1 I 
= Hp(Ed A,I fi P& x> (x,,xz)EE~XE,-E,XE, I 
G H,(G). 
According to Theorem 2.12 by Yager. Since E, f7 E, c E,, E, c E, U E,, 
we have 
HP@‘, U EJ < MinlH,(EJ H,(EdI G Max[H,(E,), H,(E,)] < f-f,@, n E,). 
Moreover, since H,(E,) A,, HJE,) < Min[H,(E,), HJE,)] [ 13, Theorem 
2.141, we have H,(E,) A, H,(E,) < H,(E, n E,). 
(b) 
Hp(E, uEJA,Hp(E, nW 
G Hp(E,) A, HpW [ 13, Theorem 2.121 
which we shall call the generalized semi-modularity property. 
(c) Moreover, we shall define a transmitted information Z,(E, : E,) 
between E, and E, such that 
Hp& nE,)A,Zp(E, :E,) =H,~W~pHpGW 
Using the generalized sub-modularity of H and Theorem 2.7 of Yager 
(a -+ c1 A, b being a non-decreasing function), we show that 
Z,(E, : E,) < HP@, U 4). 
Let us suppose that 
HP@, u E,) < I,@, : Ed. 
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On one hand, the sequence of inequalities obtained in part (a) enables us 
to write 
On the other hand, the equality in the definition of Z,(E, : EJ and 
Theorem 2.7 of Yager would give 
z-W1 nE2) A, H,(E, n E2) < H,(E,) A, H,(E,) 
which contradicts the previous inequality. Consequently, we have 
Z,(E, : E,) < HP& n Ed. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Si and Si defined on the lattice 9(E) by 
SI = Hp(E1 UE2) 
’ Hp(E, n&l 
and ICE, : E2) 
” = H,(E 1 n EJ 
are two similarity coeflcients. 
Moreover 8; and Si defined by 6j(E,, E,) = H,(E, n E,) - H,,(E, u EJ 
and 6i(E,, E2) = H,(E, n E2) - Z(E, : E2) are two pseudo-metrics. 
ProoJ Easy. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Each of the similarity coeflcients defined above allows 
us to define a generalized information on 9(9(E) - 0) by repeating the 
process used in the definition HP on 9(E) with the help of the similarity coef- 
ficient S on E. That generalized information restricted to the sub-lattice of 
covers of E is a graduation. 
Proof. By setting +!5’ =9(E) - 0 it is easy to see that Hf defined for 
81= s(a) 
is a generalized information on 9(a), that is, a graduation on 9(g) and 
hence on any sub-lattice of 9(a) [4,5]. 
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